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Building on the grammar and vocabulary presented in Volume II, Japanese for Busy People III will

enable readers to initiate, sustain, and close most basic conversations. With numerous speaking,

listening, reading and writing tasks. quizzes and illustrations to make the learning process both fun

and effective, this book prepares readers for Level 3 of the Japanese Language Proficiency Test.
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The Association of Japanese-Language Teaching (AJALT) was established to meet the practical

needs of people who are not necessarily specialists in Japanese but who wish to communicate

effectively. The AJALT was recognized as a nonprofit organization by the Ministry of Education in

1977.

I used it as Japanese textbook and I liked it.But the gammer part is not so organized, however, " the

handbook of japanese verbs" is an another best buy and is a good reference book.

Having finished volumes I and II and found them very helpful, I expected a fairly smooth progression

to more difficult material in the third volume. Unfortunately, the explanations of grammar in volume

III seem much harder to follow. There's a lot of interesting material here, but I wish the authors had

given more help in understanding the material that they present. After starting this volume, I almost



gave up and then decided to push ahead, concentrating on the bits that I do understand, even if it

means skipping quite a bit.

I like the layout of all of the Japanese for Busy People series of books. Having a Japanese teacher

to help with Book 3 is a MUST, in my opinion.

This is the most natural Japanese book I have ever seen. The dialogues and example sentences

are really realistic.

CD that came with this book and a different CD for the work book are both well made. Some

language CD can drone-on-and-on. This is fun to listen to. The speaking speed seems to be normal

conversation speed (not slowed-down for beginners), for this is Book 3 in the series. I play the CD's

in the car, over and over, if I did not get what they are saying the 1st time I let the CD continue, I will

get more of it next time, eventually, I understood all that was said.The workbook that goes with this

text is excellent as well, better get the set.Excellent as text in a classroom or for people doing

self-studies. Efficient, effective and enjoyable.The topics are not that interesting to kids. So for the

teen-age and younger students, the Japanese for Young people series are better suited.

This book is does not explain it's lessons very well. I prefer the Japanese from Zero...much easier to

understand.

The book we needed !A very good complement to Japanese for busy people I & II.What I like ? It is

very close to real life.It's a pleasure to study. In French, I dare say : "c'est mon livre de chevet" !

This Japanese course is a tremendous bargain. You get a fun and challenging workbook full of

dialogues and grammar explanations. I personally appreciate the dialogues, as I prefer learning

language inductively. The best part is that you also receive CDs to accompany the dialogues and

can master pronunciation and conversational ease with help.This textbook succeeds where many

others fail. It presents challenging material in a fun and interactive way.
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